[Development of combined methods of treatment of malignant tumors].
The term "combination treatment" should implicate various methods of treatment for malignant tumors scheduled beforehand. The combination treatment of malignant tumors is aimed at improving the immediate and late results. This is gained by means of reducing the biological activity of a tumor, both the effect of summation and potentiation of the action of different therapeutic measures being observed. The choice of methods and their sequence is determined by the prognosis factors, which incude the histological tumor structure, anatomical type of growth, the degree of its proliferation both within the range of proximate and remote zones of metastases spread, the general patient's state. At this stage it is difficult to elaborate the methods of combination treatment. The difficulties are conditioned by a variety of forms of many solid tumors, methodical difficulties and complexity of estimating an efficacy of different variants of treatment. Accumulating of knowledge should determine the a range of lesions subject to the combination treatment.